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CENTERPIECE

Salve gallery show probes inherent fragility of home

By Alexander Castro | @OHNoCastro | Mercury  Oct 3, 2017 Updated Oct 4, 2017

Birds chirp. We watch a man sleep in yellow striped sheets. He turns, repositions, his movements punctuated by lapses in time.

With each toss and turn, we glimpse more of his body, his bald head, his bearded face. He sports a big crystalline earring, and many,

many tattoos.

Yes, it’s a slightly voyeuristic scenario, but also remarkably intimate. If you saw this man on the street, would you instinctively be

intimidated? You can decide for yourself when Julia Hechtman’s short video “A Man Out of Time” arrives at Salve Regina

University’s Dorrance H. Hamilton Gallery on Thursday, Oct. 5, for “Sanctuary,” a group exhibit with seven artists. An opening night

reception starts at 5 p.m., followed by a curators’ talk at 6.

Speaking of curators, that would be Beth Kantrowitz and Kathleen O’Hara of Drive-by Projects, a gallery in Watertown,

Massachusetts. They maximize their gallery’s smallness by hanging art in the windows, thereby inviting (or simply pleasing)

curious passersby. For the Dorrance gallery, Kantrowitz and O’Hara have chosen a clever bunch of artists working in various

media.

One of those clever artists is O’Hara herself, who contributes a wall installation titled “Peep Show.” Influenced by B-film horror and

fairy tales, it’s decorated with “disembodied faces” — but it also looks like wallpaper, thereby making the domestic sinister. Remi

Thornton’s photographs are similarly foreboding. Buildings, facades and storefronts that would be innocuous by day are instead
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exposed and engulfed by night, appearing like stills from a David Lynch film — or maybe they illustrate the moment in a horror pic

right before the masked serial killer arrives.

Uncovering the darker subtexts of home is key to the exhibit, as is asking questions about the nature, origins and potential

disintegration of the concept. Write the curators: “As an ideology of ‘home’ has taken shape over time, an elemental question

prevails: ‘When does a house provide the sanctuary of a home, and at what point does it lose its homey status?’”

Sometimes homeliness is not lost to the horrific or the spooky but everyday traumas and hurtful truths. Kelly Sherman’s “The

Family House” is a series of floor plans that subtly and powerfully narrates the end of a marriage, with colored rectangles marking

the parents’ bed and desks. Over the course of four panels, the beds, desks and parents themselves move apart. At the end we can

only see the dad’s furniture in the master bedroom, his bed half the size it once was.

Sherman’s work points to one weakness in a home’s foundation: its inhabitants, whose energies make a house a home. This life

force can be revoked by the people who provide it, or, in another kind of tragedy, a home can be destroyed from the outside. Linda

Nagaoka’s “Aftermath Series” is a slightly more oblique take on home, but she offers up bunches of stark white ceramic buds as

mementos of nuclear catastrophe — more specifically Hiroshima, something Nagaoka’s stepmother survived.

The Brooklyn-based artist writes, “Time slows down and maybe even my breathing when I work in clay.” Breath nearly stilled,

Nagaoka infuses her stoneware with ambiguous life. Are these flowers the only survivors of a world bombed into nothing? Or are

they the first blooms post-armageddon, reminders that the earth is more resilient than any human?

That question seems pertinent amidst a political climate of renewed nuclear tension. (Hello, arms race paranoia, my old friend — or

maybe the word’s Koreaphobia.) Departing from wildly different starting points, Nagaoka and Sherman arrive at the same place: the

destruction of house, of home, and the precariousness of either.

Still, I get a sense that the most material and actual loss of sanctuary — homelessness — is not quite present here. Reevaluating the

power afforded to longstanding cultural concepts is usually a good strategy for group shows, but I can’t help wonder if plumbing

the ideological contents of home (rendered in scare quotes by the curators) is more an act of privilege than resistance — especially

when disasters, rent hikes and inaccessibility to housing continue to severely injure and imperil the working class.

Work like Nagaoka’s or Emily Hass’ — whose drawings originate in 1930s buildings owned by Berlin Jews — avoid this potential

blindspot by addressing sanctuary’s inherent fragility with a nuanced politik that retains its visual lyricism.

Theoretical quibbles aside, “Sanctuary” promises a strong collection of artists examining what makes or unmakes a home.

Questioning the “ideology of ‘home’” is one way to put it. Another might be: Are you comfortable? Do you feel safe?
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